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The year is 1978. Saturday Night Fever is breaking box office records. All over America kids are racing
home to watch Dance Fever, Michael Jackson is poised to become the next major pop star, and in Hollis,
Queens, fourteen-year-old Darryl McDaniels—who will one day go by the name D.M.C.—busts his first
rhyme: "Apple to the peach, cherry to the plum. Don't stop rocking till you all get some." Darryl's friend
Joseph Simmons—now known as Reverend Run—thinks Darryl's rhyme is pretty good, and he becomes
inspired. Soon the two join forces with a DJ—Jason "Jam Master Jay" Mizell—and form Run-D.M.C.
Managed by Run's brother, Russell Simmons, the trio, donning leather suits, Adidas sneakers, and gold
chains, become the defiant creators of the world's most celebrated and enduring hip-hop albums—and in the
process, drag rap music from urban streets into the corporate boardroom, profoundly changing everything
about popular culture and American race relations.

Through candid, original interviews and exclusive details about the group's extraordinary rise to the
top—and its mortal end brought on by the tragic murder in 2002 of Jam Master Jay—Raising Hell tells of
Run-D.M.C.'s epic story, including the rivalries with jealous peers, their mentoring of such legendary artists
as the Beastie Boys and Public Enemy, and the battles with producers, record executives, and one another.
Ronin Ro delivers a meticulously researched, compellingly written, affecting behind-the-music tale of
family, friendship, betrayal, murder, and the building of the culture and industry known as hip-hop.
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From reader reviews:

Ian Ashlock:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the reserve entitled Raising Hell. Try to make the book Raising Hell as your buddy. It
means that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside regarding course make you smarter
than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience in addition to
knowledge with this book.

John Dearman:

Typically the book Raising Hell will bring one to the new experience of reading some sort of book. The
author style to explain the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to see, this book very
suitable to you. The book Raising Hell is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-
book from official web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Matthew Fry:

The reserve untitled Raising Hell is the reserve that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the e-book content that will be shown to you actually. The language that writer use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of analysis when write
the book, and so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also will
get the e-book of Raising Hell from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Leona Hicks:

A lot of guide has printed but it is different. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is referred to as of
book Raising Hell. You can add your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it might add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about guide. It can
bring you from one spot to other place.
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